The Walking Scavenger Hunt is a self-paced walking program from May 1 to August 31. It highlights landmarks on the University of Iowa campus. With each destination, you are challenged with a question to answer online at My Health and Wellness on Employee Self-Service. For every answer you enter, you will receive **50 liveWELL** points to put towards prizes in the Wellness Store. Earn up to 450 points! No registration necessary.

1) **Diapason**, Voxman Music Building  
2) **Cowboy Mural**, by Midwest One Bank  
3) **Giganto**, Macbride Hall  
4) **Convergence**, Seamans Center  
5) **Untitled**, outside Catlett Residence Hall  
6) **Stone Motorcycles**, outside Visual Arts Building  
7) **Anonymous Creature**, Hancher Auditorium  
8) **State of Iowa Sculpture**, UIHC main entrance  
9) **The Hawk**, north end of Banks Field
SMILE! Enter a monthly drawing for 1,000 liveWELL points by sending pictures with the art highlighted in the Walking Scavenger Hunt to livewell@uiowa.edu. Pictures will be posted on liveWELL social media pages.